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Japanese
internment,

remembrance
garden discussed
Megan Lee
Staff Writer
Seattle University unveiledits plan for the gardens of remembrance surrounding the School ofTheologyand Ministry. On Feb. 19, guest speaker Frank Kitamoto brought his
discussionandhis display to theLemieux Library toenlighten
the community about the plight of local JapaneseAmerican.
Visitingprofessor Larry Matusdafrom SU's school of eduintroduced Kitamoto's lunchtime presentation,
itaka J.Hirayama, SUalumnus class of 1960, also came
he presentation. Hirayama is an advisor of Japanese
munity Service in Seattle and approached Kitamoto afhe show. Hirayama introduced himself and thanked
;noto. Many inattendance expressedsimilar gratitude,
think the gardenis a great remembrance," said Hirayama.
lso contributed artifacts to the display.
le Garden of Remembrance alsohonors Father Leopold
sar, a priest of the Maryknoll Order.Matsuda mentioned

In

during the internment Tibesar visited the Japanese inparishioners who were located

ternment camps to see his

The Garden will also be a beginning and ending point of
the Kubota Gardens on campus.
"This is also a time to honor the gardener,Fujitaro Kubota,

whodesigned several gardens and areas oncampus," Matsuda
said.
an immigrant from the Japaneseisland ofShikoku,
blished the 20-acreKubota Gardens in the Rainier Beach
a. He began the project in the 1920s with five acres of
swampland, and in 1972 was awarded the rare honor ofFifth
ClassOrder ofthe Sacred Treasure, from the JapaneseGovernment, for his work. He also donated many plants to SU's
urban oasis of gardens.
"As you head north toward St. Ignatius you will see the
refection pool, then thechapel and then the garden,"Matsuda
said, explaining the vision for the garden.
The School of Theologyand Ministry feels itsnew
— surroundinggardens are not limited in concept or space they
are reaching out to educate students in faith that embraces
I-Medijustice.Theproject is a seriesof threephases: Phase
Phase II TheGarden
tation Garden (partially completed),
- Sculpture.
III
Phase
Remembrance
and
of
TheGardenofRemembrance, a joint venture between the
School of Theology and Ministry and Seattle's Japanese
American Community,is expectedto cost $67,000.

Kubota,

See GARDEN, Page 4.

Spring Leap
Bella, an American Staffordshire Terrier, leaps in anticipation of a game of fetch
with her human, Emily Iverson, a local resident and student at Seattle Central
Community College, Friday on the Union Green.Iverson escorts a dog (though
not necessarily Bella) to the Seattle University campus almost daily.

Conversation with Fr. Sundborg
KateOpatz
Staff Writer

Father Stephen Sundborg,
Seattle University President

The office of Seattle University President,
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, SJ, is roomy enough
to allow a comfortable cartwheel. It's not
intimidating in the way some large offices
can be,however. Sundborg is welcoming and
discusses his recent projects from a large
leather chair ratherthan from behind a desk.
Sundborg is in themiddle ofhis second 5year term as President. At 60 years old, he
says, "Iamat myprime for beingpresident."
The president's major decisions are made
with the help ofan executive team composed

of seven members, which includes onepro- the budget and investments in all aspects of
the campus.
vost.
When the budget is finished, on Feb. 26,
the
Board
of
closely
He also works
with
Trustees, which approves allof the financial Sundborg will write a letter to the student
Spectator
decisions and was responsible for hiring body and purchase ad space in the
changes
in
inorder to explain to students the
Sundborg.
tuition, salary impacts, new professors, new
University
the
is
enguidance
"The
of
facilities, and other relevant parts ofthe budtrusted to them," says Sundborg.
One of the most pressing projects on the get.
Accordingto Sundborg, "A significant fact
President's plate at the moment is the budget
for the next fiscal year. Sundborg and the about SU right now is the enrollment.
When 1 started here, 1 was told that the
executive team are required to justify to the
6,500."
BoardofTrusteeshow the budget willmain- school's capacity is
tainthe rollingfive-yearbusiness plan ofSeSee SUNDBORG, Page 4.
attle University. This business plan guides
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SU Security Report
Special delivery gone bad
Sunday 2/15
Campus Public Safety (CPS) staffreceived
a report from a grounds staffperson at 9 a.m.
about suspected property damage. CPS staff
found adelivery truck had entered the campus
main entrance and hit the woodbollards upon
accessing the lowermall. A No Parking sign
and bollard were significantly damaged and
had to be replaced. The driver of the delivery
vehicle was located and driver s license
information was taken for follow up actionand
recovery of damages.
Dudeis that your car on fire?
Monday 2/16

I

their vehicle. The vehicle owner showed CPS
staff where the vehicle s windows had been
broken by smallrocks or a possible BB or Pellet
gun. There were no signs of entry. Anyone
having information regarding this incident is
asked tocontact the Campus Public Safety office.

Virgin not protected
Wednesday 2/18
CPS received a report about damage to the
Virgin Mary statue located on the west side of
the Administration building at approximately
3:45 p.m. CPS staff investigating the incident
found the statue had been struck numerous times
with some type ofblunt object. Several chips and
broken pieces ofmaterial from the statue were
found on the ground and display platform. CPS
staff had observed the statue to be in good
condition the previous evening. Anyone having
information'regarding this incident is asked to
contact CPS at (206) 296-5990.

At approximately 10:30 p.m. CPS
Communications received a call from acampus
blue phone about a vehicle on fire. CPS,
Seattle Police and Fire Department units
responded to the east side ofthe 700 block of
12th Avenue (across the street from
Boxed in
Bellartnine). A white Cadillac was fully
Friday 2/20
engulfed in flames. SFD quickly put out the
Damaged fire extinguisher boxes were
vehicle fire. No owner information was found
discovered by CPS staffat 4:30 a.m. in the garage.
and SPD had the vehicle towed away.
The boxes appeared to have been backed into by
vehicles and struck with a possible blunt object.
Sticks and stones break windows
Four fire extinguisher boxes were found damaged
Tuesday 2/17
At 4:20 p.m. CPS staff was contacted by a due to hit and run vehicle activity or malicious
$320.
student who was concerned about damage to mischief. Approximate repair damage is

Red means stop
Sunday 2/22

Seattle Police and Seattle Fire units
responded after CPS staffreceived a report of
a vehicle accident at 14th & East Cherry at 9
a.m. CPS found a vehicle had run a red light
and struck a second vehicle traveling through
the intersection: Upon impact one of the
vehicles ended up on the side walk and
pedestrian entrance way to Championship
Field. The driver of the vehicle was believed
to have run the red light and was cited by SPD.
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News
LIDRARY I
SU students, faculty to be inducted into Alpha Sigma Nu

THESrcc""
Feb. 26, 2004

Kalyn Kelley
Staff Writer
On Feb. 29, 84 Seattle University students and three
faculty members are scheduled to be inducted into Alpha
Sigma Nu, the elite Jesuit honor society reserved for less
than the top four percent ofa graduating class.
Letters of invitation for Alpha Sigma Nu weremailed
in November to the top 15 percent of the junior, senior
and graduate classes. However, this invitation did not
guarantee acceptance.

Membership into A^Nis determined by the candidates
contribution to the three core principles of Jesuit education: scholarship, service, and loyalty/And while hundreds of letters of invitation go out, only a few students
are accepted.'
This year the SU chapter of °AlN will be inducting 54
more members than last year.
W e are trying to get alittle more active, involve a few
more people, said Sarah Pippin, student director of the
group.'Until recently they had not sponsored any events
except for their annual induction ceremonies, leaving
many on campus unaware they even existed.
Pippin hopes that will change soon.' In the last year
AZN has begun to expand its activities to include events
where current members can come and meet one another
and network their services." It is a chance for people to

rcCC'D

exchange numbers, ideas and converse withone another
plans to the classes they
about anything
°"° from their future
are taking.
Throughout the United States there are over 50,000
ASN members in 30 chapters. There is also one chapter
in Canada andanother inKorea. Members are given access to a database with the names and contact information ofall AZNmembers."Thiscanbecome a vastresource
for any student entering into the business world a fact
that members of A£N are wellaware of.
In addition to their membership in A£N, many of its
students are also recipients of other high scholastic
achievements. 'Within this year s group, there are seven
Bannan scholars,an honor that requiresjunior and senior
applicants to hold aminimum GPAof 3.5 and participate
in'service programs within the community."
Along with the students, there willalso be three honorary inductees toAZN." Each yearevery chapter is allowed
to choose three members from outside the student community. These members are individuals who the chapter
believes represent the true models of scholarship, service
and loyalty within society. This year James Bond,S.J.D.,
Dennis Donoghue, S.J., and Madeline Lovell,Ph.D. will
accept that honor.
Bond, a professor for theSeattle University School of
Law, has published five books including,The Rules of
Riot: International Conflict and the Law of War, James
Clark McReynolds:IDissent, and No Easy Walk to Free0

—

dom: Reconstruction and the Ratification of the 14th
Amendment/This year he will be delivering the keynote
address in place of AlN president, Mark A. Kadzielski,
who has given the speech in previous years."
Bondis joined at the event by Donoghue,an instructor
in the Matteo Ricci College who recently accompanied
students inaSchool ofAmericas protest, as wellas Lovell,
who worksas aprofessor in the College of Arts and Sciences as director of the Seattle University Social Work
program.
Although the occasionis marked as formal, it will hold
an informal tone. During the ceremony, members are
given time to mingle around and introduce themselves to
fellow inductees.
Following the three scheduled speeches given by the
professors, inductees will recite a speech of loyalty to
the organization then metals will be given to those who
chose to order them for an additional $10. Each member
is required to buy the $50 life-time membership which
most see as an inexpensive price compared to what they
are receiving. They are being honored with the highest
award a Jesuit institution can grant.
As for the inductees enticed by the $10 medal, The
membership works out to like 75 cents a year, and well,I
guess the metal will be shiny, said Mark Chesney,junior electrical engineering major said of the costs.
The induction ceremony will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Campion Ballroom. Attendance is by invitation only.

Etiquette Dinner stresses the importance of good manners
couple bites out ofpoliteness and leaveitbe.
Alwaysremember that abusiness mealis not
about the food itis about the conversation.
Barizo said. Pass the salt and pepper
Parents teach theirchildren tosay please
table,
together, the guest s order is taken first,leave
but
when
you
and thank
at thedinner
napkinonachair,avoid difficult foodwhich
to
a
dinner
and
where
to
a
itcomes
business
will
be challenging to consume,and always
eating,
a
fork
whenfinished
morethan
leave
act with good posture.
knowingwhen to say please or thank you
The audience wasableto ask questions about
is required.On Feb.19,inthe LeRouxRoom
ofthe Student Center, the Albers Placement how toact when a hostis behavingin a certain
Center and the Career Center brought 140 manner. One example of this was if it is
students together from every major to listen appropriate toconsume alcohol,during alunch
to Mylene Barizo,of Enterprise Rental Car, interview if your hostis consuming it.
Barizo advises, Avoidalcohol,something
formally discuss formal dinner etiquette.
could say could be taken in a different
you
The dinner was intended to bea true to life
eaten
so it s a goodidea to avoid that area all
way;
at a
representation of what could be
together.
A
purposes.
salad
typical meal for business
The Career Center helped fund and
was the appetizer followed by an entr e of
chicken, potatoes, and greenbeans. Dessert organize this event and Helena LaBouy,
Director of the Career Center explained that
was cheesecake cascading withcherries.
According to Jamie Niclopulos, a junior This event is helping students be
marketing major, The event was a great comfortable with being taken to lunch,and
experiencefor undergraduates ofSU and we with knowing how to act in the appropriate
are lucky to have the Albers Placement atmosphere.
These sorts of events are very important
available to help us with our future
because they also allow students to become
endeavors.
Barizo gave a checklist as well as worst- familiar with the interview process. It gives
case scenario examples consisting of things students the ability to interact withclients at
that could happen while at aninterview lunch any job, states Mary Lou Mof fat, Director
of the Albers Placement.
or a dinner party.
According to Barizo, the most essential
It is the host sresponsibility to make sure
thing
to consider at an event where manners
that the food suits your likeness. Take a

LaurenFarricker
Staff Writer

will be taken with the utmost consideration
is that, etiquette is simply making those
around you more comfortable.
Cassey Hussey,a senior majoringin liberal
studies said, It was reallyhelpfulto be aware
ofthese skills withinterviews and searching
for jobs;because you don t want to make a
mistake, and you always must keep inmind

was helpful. Ilearned aboutetiquetteas well.
Itis my hope that students can becomemore
experienced and with time and practice
become more comfortable with etiquette.
Teresa Ling, Associate Dean of Albers
School of Business discussed her opinions
on the event which helped educate both
students and faculty.

This was very he\pfu\, and unUke years
thatyou shouldbe at yourbest.
Tim Leary, Vice President of Student past there were more sophomores and
Development put everything that was younger students which is great to see
discussed intoperspective saying, We often because ithas tended to beseniors. It is nice
take for granted what we discussed at this to see that students are showing concern for
eventtonight, and allof what waspresented their future earlier in their education.

Joe Ross, sophomore business major,and Eliz Bodner, fresman
nursing major, practice dinner etiquette.

Venue change puts new spin on graduation ceremonies
KateWhite
Staff Writer
As June approaches and the flowers begin to bloom, things
at Seattle University will belike they have been every spring.
Futonsand mini-fridges will slowly disperse fromdorm rooms,
the quad will transform into anannual forum for streaking seniors to declare freedom, and families will begin to flock as
graduation nears.
Only this year, family and friends ofSUs graduates willbe
celebrating at adifferent venue,onethat normallyholds sounds
of screaming fans and whistles,smells of beer, hot dogs and
the celebration of reaching field goals rather than life ones.
This year s commencementceremony will beheld at thenewly
constructed Seahawk s stadium.
With the ability to hold 72,000people,the new venuemeans
another big change in the graduation game: anew no-ticket
policy.
Thatmeans seniors won tbe scrambling,begging,or scalping graduation tickets to get Aunt Edna a seat, said Erica

FitzRoy,SU Alumni and Internal Communications Coordinator.

The Undergraduate Commencement Ceremony will take
placeat 9:30 a.m.on Sunday, June 13, andis expectedto last
about two and a half hours, with the Graduate Ceremony followingat 3 p.m.
Ijusthopeitdoesn train, saidDavidCho, Marketing Senior. That s my only issue.
Most students seem pleased about the venue choice, and especially theroomit provides foran unlimited number ofguests.
But, some don t see itas an appropriate location for robes and
degrees.

In the same spirit, senior philosophy and English major
Theresa Parsley commented, Ifeel like there should be a tailgateparty in the parking lot beforehand. It s kindofcomical.
Some students areexcited about thenew mood thatit is likely
to come with a commencementceremony at a sports stadium.
1 mallabout anything beingchangedto be morelike a sporting-event, said Whitney Gould,senior creative writingmajor.
The new venue is likely to make for a unique commencement ceremony for a uniquegraduating class.
Regardless of where graduation ceremonies are held or the
mixed feelings about their location, family and friends will
undoubtedly gather in honor and celebration, graduates will
weartheir robes withpride,and springat SU willcontinue as it
has before.
For more information on commencement or other graduationevents, visitthe newly established website: www.seattleu/

Seahawk Stadium is not so good, saidsenior Nursing student Melissa Erdman. Personally ,1 m thinkingabout telling
my brother not to bother coming.
But students like Junior Claire Tarlson, who will be attending the ceremony as aguest,say that Seahawk Stadium is just edu/commencement.
We welcome any feedback from students who visit the
the ticket for celebratingthe commencementofher friends and
website,
possibility
most
the
to
said Administrative Coordinator for theOffice of the
plans
on
the
of
making
classmates. She
Provost,
Cappye
Hancock.
celebrate.
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GARDEN

SUNDBORG
Now, seven years later, thepopulation ofSUis 6,659 andenrollment has increased by 800 students in three years. The numbers
haveriseninall categories law students,graduate students, new
freshman,and continuing students.
When were at thisnumber we must ask if weare maintaining
the coreattributes of SU, saysSundborg. Class size,student-pro-

—

,

fessor relationships, and quality of teaching are all affected by a
large population.
In order toaccommodate the currentnumber ofstudents,Sundborg
has been working toadjust class schedule sothat there isless overlap andmore classes areavailable. Healso must consider whether
mere is toomuch dependence on adjunct professors. To uphold
the mission, we need the connectedness of full-time teachers, he
Because of the complications caused by the growingpopulation,
SU won t allow thenumbers to rise againnext fall. The goal is to
not increase the numbers, says Sundborg, We re going to hold
the cap on the freshman class nextyear.
Sundborg smostextensiveprojectisacapitalcampaign, for which
he is currently working to obtainresources. His goal is to make
SeattleUniversity the premierindependentuniversityintheNorthWhile there are 10 private universities in Washington, he says
that none stand outas far as quality. He points out Whitman College and the University ofPuget Soundas fine schools, but notes,
They are trying to besomething different than weare. We re trying to be a bigger scopeduniversity.
Sundborg believes that SU isbest positionedto become the premier university because it is the largest private university in the
Northwest,hasthe mostextensive majors andprograms,provides a
positive Jesuit education andisinanexcellent location.
I
am veryoptimistic about how wecan develop SU from where
it is now, says Sundbor g.
Thecampaigngoals are extensiveand the school willbe working
for donations for fivemore years. New facilities are a major, and
expensive,part ofthe campaign.
A $25 million renovation of Lemieux Library is planned, as
Sundborg notes thatitiscurrently not thelibrary ofa premieruniversity. There is a big discrepancy between the overall facilities
A new recreationcenter, a center for the arts, and various small

projects, suchas new athletic fields and remodelingof Pigott auditorium are also in the plan.
The campaign also aims to help make SU more affordable.
Sundborg hopes to recieve endowments. The interest of these donations willbe usedas scholarships and grants.
Currently, 85 cents to every dollar SU spends comes from tuition.The other 15 comes from food service revenues, the bookstore,and other investments.
We are very conscious of this with every decision we make,

The third part of the capital campaign is academic programs.
Sundborg would like tosee a range ofnew programs inall departments as wellas a center for service.
Inaddition,he wants to work to ensure the Jesuit identitythrough
theprofessors, campus ministry, retreats,and other programs.
The success of this campaign would be advantageous to current
students as wellas those who will get to use the new library down
the road. As the quality and reputation of Seattle University increases, so will the value ofa degree from the school.
While Sundborg clearly believes fully in the capital campaign,
he does regret the amount ofhis time that he is forced to devote to
it. lammore andmore involved in the campaign andit takes me
away from the Universitymore thanIwould want, he said.
Hemakes an effort to spend time with students and show up at
forums around campus.
Ithink the current student body is the happiest and most satiswith their SU experience of any group thatIyeknown, says
iundborg, These are very excellent years for SU and Irejoice in
he quality ofthe experience thatstudents atSU have.
Sundborgbelieves that hisbeing aJesuitpriest is the most imporant characteristic thathe brings to the school. He notes that itgives
lima sense of caring, abeliefin community, and acommitment to
ustice andservice.
Possibly without realizing it, Sunborg throws out another valuible attribute, andone which is reflected inall descriptions ofhis
ob and projects, 1 m a guy that likes being President.

lied

ww\*spectetofonlinecom

(Continuedfrom Page 1)

Construction willbeginwhen80
percent of the funds have been

raised. Completion is expected in
2005.
Matsuda is excitedaboutthis garden and thinks it will be a unique
addition to theuniversity. He wants
people to know whatit symbolizes.
This country isn t a melting
pot where weallhave to look the
same; it s more of a salad,
Kitamoto said. W e can be different and good.
The slideshow Kitamoto presentedis acollection ofoldandnew
photos: a childborninthe Japanese
internment camps wholater became
a Silicon Valley CEO, strawberry
farms, Bainbridge gardens, the
Statue ofLiberty, soldiers,couples,
brothers,people,documents,shops
in Winslow,Kitamoto sgraduation
photo, his dad s jewelry store, his
son, their family home in
Bainbridge and graduationshots of
women in the camps who had to
graduate later.
He explained the feelings of the
Japanese American community,
their fear of the FBI and the
scramble to sell possessions. He
talked about the re-naming ofhis
family (each child s first name was
changed), wejustwantedtobeas
American as wecould be.
Once you have been treated as
a second-class citizen it is hard to
believe youare not, Kitamoto said.
A doctor of dentistry and a nativeofBainbridge Island,Kitamoto
was the subject of the 2002KCTS
documentary After the Silence.
Hebelievesin the need to safeguard
constitutional rights and vocally

I

I

discusses what happened in this
country during WWII.
As a child Kitamoto survived
three-and-a-half years in concentration camps during WWII, in
Manzanar, Calif, and Minidoka,
Idaho. He was part of the first of
110,000 west coast Japanese

Americans forced from their
homes; he remembers the barbed
wire and the gunsbeingpointed at
him.
He kept the poignant discussion
lively and jokedthat the reason so
many Japanese Americans were
farmers was that they wanted to
be out standing in their field.
Passersbyabsorbed the Kodomo
No TameNi exhibit throughout the
afternoon. The travelingdisplay of
artifacts included: poetry,paintings,
photographs, ikebana flower arrangements, case files, military
documents, furniture,medals and
awards.
One of the items was the claimticket from Matsuda s aunt. The
ticket was for the Hunt Transfer
Company, the storage facility on
12th andMadison.Inside the storage locker he found three beautiful
chests of drawers that were made
in the camps.
In the camps there were skilled
craftspeople and beautiful pieces
were produced, Matsuda mentioned. W ehad no furniture so we
had to make things out ofscraps of
woodand metal, whatever wecould
find.
According to Matsuda,a portion
of the SU campus was formerly a
thriving Japanese American neighborhood. The University acquired

thelandinthe late 1950s and 1960s
when the families living here,
around Jackson and Yesler, were
forced further south.
Itis really sad this happened,but
it is great the university is extending the theme of social justice to
other ethnic groups. Jenn
Pimentel, senior biology major,
said. W e needmore education on
this it only happened 50 years
ago.
Throughout his discussion
Kitamodo referred to the interment
camps as concentration camps,
camps like Minidoka (also known
as the Hunt Camp )heldrelocated
internees from Washington, Oregon
and Alaska.
In 2001 Minidoka was established as 73-acre National Monument commemorating the hardships
andsacrifices ofthousands ofJapanese Americans who suffered internmentduring WWII.
Japanese Americans were not
only interned, they also fought for
the allies during the warmany
wereintenselyloyal,despite theinternment, according to the U.S.
Department of Interior. Soldiers
were segregated into all Japanese
American combat and intelligence
units such as the 442nd RegimentalCombat Unit.
No Japanese Americans were
ever convicted of spying for the
Japanese during WWII, according
to Kitamoto. Only 10 people were
convicted of doing so, all Caucasians.
For more information on Japanese internment in the U.S. go to
http://www.jainternment.org/

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S,U. NIGHT!
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Professor leads discussion on contraception issues
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Staff Writer
Throughout history, the issueof
contraception has revolved around
women s health according to
Theresa Earenfight, SU Professor
of history.
The attitude has been that
women s sexuality means regulate
it, control it, while for men it s
powerit, she said.
Earenfight discussed the history
and politics ofcontraception in the
West during an academic salon on
Feb.17 in the Tekakwitha Collegium.

She stated that a woman s sexualityis highly medicated compared
to a man s, pointing out that only
two forms ofbirth control exist for

men, condoms and vasectomy, versus 11 methods for women.
Im kind of ambivalent about

pharmaceutical companies,
Earenfight confessed. They are
marketing boutique drugs and neglecting serious health problems.
Nelson Trautman, a sophomore
business major disagreed. The
government legally requires pharmaceutical companies to have a
generic brand name, he said, adding that this narrows their marketing power.
The politics of contraception

have been marked by population
control. Western societies pushed
for more regulation of sexuality in
the fear of a Malthusian crisis; the
concept that global population
wouldincrease faster than food supply, which would result in world
famine and chaos. Earenfighthighlighted that the Westhas had a patriarchal attitude towardunderdevelopednations, such as China and
India,in terms of population control due to underlying economic
factors.

Religion has had apowerful impact in shaping cultural attitudes

about sexuality. Earenfight explained that before the birth of
Christ, most governments did not
get involved in regulating sexuality.

Back then,folk medicine wasthe
base of all contraception. Honey,
which has a high surface tension,
was used as a spermicide, while
herbs likes myrrh, mint and juniper
werecompoundedinto a pessary,or
vaginal suppository. However,
women took these herbs notto regulate their sexuality, but to control
their menstrual cycle.
According to Earenfight, these
women thought that if they did not
menstruate, they would become
congestedand therefore suffer from
an imbalance of their humors
(bodily fluids such as blood or
lymph). The legacy of such folk
medicine was kept within the female community. The problem with
all herbal medicine, Earenfight argued, was that women did not have
a formulation system and many
herbs were fatal in high doses.
In the thirdand fourth centuries,
figures such as St. Pauland St.Augustine influenced the idea of sex
and religion. Sex became an unclean and erotic desire that had to
be restrained because individuals
had to focus on their souls rather
than on their decayingbodies.
W ith Christianity and Judaism,

the distribution of pornography.
Laws are the final factor characterizing the politics of contraception, with the debate concentrating
onwho writes the legislation about
sexuality. Today, Congress is still
overwhelmingly run by men,
Earenfightnoted.
During the salon, Earenfight explained that Margaret Higgins
Sangerpromoted health coursesin
public schools and that sexualeducationbecame partof the academic
curriculum for Catholic schoolsin
the 19505.
However, Earenfight criticized
sexual education that encourages
abstinence, but fails to educate
youth about otherforms of contraception. Abstinence as the only
education is not enough education.
It s fine if it is an informed decision, she said. The more you
know, the more control youhave.
Maureen Wishkoski, a junior
majoring inhistory,agrees. People
have the right to be fully informed
as part of their options, she said.
But we should not moralize sex.
Nursing student Laurie Canaan
alsobelieves thereis need for more
dialogue about sexuality and contraception. We are so uncomfortable with sexuality and there is this
whole hush-hush about it, but we
need to give the right doses of information for the right age when
questions start to really surface,
because young people^ have so

changes were pushed because of many misconceptions, she said.
Earenfight emphasized that the
moral laxity, Earenfight said.
key
to a healthy and responsible
14605,
of
the
In the
the advent
printing press led to widespread sexualityis information.
Sexuality does not need to be
information about sexuality, but
something
censorship.
we areashamed of. Safe
Earenfight
exalso
plained that in colonial New En- sex can be fun and healthy, she
gland, theblue laws,aiming atregu- said. Education needs to showhow
latingcommercial activities onSun- sex is part of our lives, emphasizdays, were alsodesigned toenforce ing the joyous part of sex and how
certainmoral standards andprohibit itis linked to our identity.

Jessica Arena

SU professor Theresa Earenfight speaks about
the history and politics of contraception at the
latest academic salon.

Author speaks about the European perception of America
Kalyn Kelley
Staff Writer
Theissue goes far beyond freedom fries,
jokedRobert Kanganto aroom ofnearly 200
Seattle University students and community
members. At a forum sponsoredby the World
Affairs Council on Feb. 17,Kangandiscussed
the topic of his new book, Paradise and
Power:America vs.EuropeintheNew World
Order.
A former editor for the Washington Post
and speech writer for Secretary of State
GeorgeShultz,Kangan knowshis stuffwhen
itcomes to international policy.

Don t be confused, said Kangan inhis
introduction to the crowd, Europeans see
America as the terrorist, not the Saddam
Husseins ofthe world.
Pointing to a poll recently conducted in
regards to trans-Atlantic trends,he notes, that
when askedif warcaneverbe just,85 percent
of Americans said yes, while less than half
of Europeans agreed. When askedquestions
about theuse offorce andinternational order,
aresoundingnumberofEuropeansanswered
thatit was therole oftheUnitedNations alone
to decide on such matters.
Kangan wasin Europe when the attack on
Iraqbegan. The husbandofaForeign Service
officer,he wasable to see the effect the war
had on European perception of American

foreignpolicy first-hand.

The thingIye heardover andover again
is that when once you have a hammer,
everything begins to look like a nail.
Europeans have come to view the United
States as atrigger-happy nationthat is willing
to use their vast resources against anyone
whenever they feel like it.
This is theaspect ofAmerican ideology that
Kangan stresses most in terms of European
distrust. America, he says, enjoyed a great
period of legitimacy during the Cold War.
Back then, nearly any military or foreign

"Don't be confused,
Europeans see America
as the terrorist, not the
Saddam Husseins of the

world."

-Robert Kangan, author
of Paradise andPower:
America vs. Europe in the
New World Order

policy action that was taken by the U.S. was
accepted by, if not whole-heartedly agreed
upon,by the EuropeanUnion. Today theU.S.
does not enjoy that same privilege.
Automatic legitimacy is no longer readily
available and statements suchas George W.
Bush s W e don t need a permission slip,
during the State of the Union address aren t
helpingthe situation either.
The mostcorrosive thing aboutthe Iraq war
says Kangan, has nothing todo with the war
itself, but instead has to do with our closest
democratic enemies seeing us and our
policies as illegitimate. It s a clashof two
visions of the world. The United States
believes that economic andmilitary order are
the onlyways to keeppeace. Asacontinent
ravished by two world wars, Europe has
vowednever to return to that again.
What Europeans have sought to do,what
they have done is a geo-political miracle,
says Kangan of Europe s peaceful home
front. Americas should be grateful they have
accomplished this. There is no greater gift
than a Europe at peace.
Europe he explains, believes it has
discovered somekindof crucial secretofglobal
happiness, asecret theywant theU.S. torealize
as well. By continuing topoint fingers;by not
consideringpeace before allelse,says Kangan,
the U.S. is creating a schism within the West
thatthreatensto weakenboth sides ofthe trans-

Atlantic order for issuesin the coming years.
Aboveall,he claims,itraisesquestions of what
allies the United States will really have in the
years to come.
Thisis apoint Kangansays, that wasmade
clear when England s Prime Minister, Tony
Blair, was left to take the blunt of U.S.
hostilityduringU.N. negotiations.In essence,
the U.S. left Britain, the only ally that had
stood by them in every war for the last 100
years, at the U.N. empty handed,backing a
country thatrefused to negotiate the terms of
its attack.
So what is the resolution? Are Americans
destined to be hated by their trans-Atlantic
neighbors for the rest of their days?
According toKagan,that dependsheavily on
the outcome ofthe 2004 election.
Though Clinton was neverseenas a close
friend to the European Union, Bush has
become all but enemies with the
conglomerate ofnations. He failed tobring
his U.N. allies along, says Kangan in
response to the rising overseashatred. What
wereally need, he contends, is a president
whois willing to work at peace first;someone
who will work with the U.N. to make their
decisions.

Until then, Europe will continue to be
troubled by a U.S. that seems to be out of
control and ready to strike with the world s
greatestmilitary force at any provocation.
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House of Payne: Freshman lighting it up for SU
Within a few minutes,anyone whowatches
Ashley Payneplaybasketballlearns one thing
right off the bat: the woman can shoot the
rock.
It was no different for Seattle University
head coach Dave Cox, who first saw Payne
two yearsago whenshe was a junior at Port
Angeles (Wash.) High School.
Right awayIknew she could shoot, Cox
said. After that, I was looking for
athleticism, court savvy, range and a quick
release. She had allof that, and 1 thought she
could be a very goodplayer in this league.
Cox s theory has proven true; as Payne
heads into the homestretch of her first college season, the 5-foot-8 freshman guard is
SU s secondthe Redhawks second-leading scorer and Ashley Payne is
ranks among the country s best three-point leading scorer (11.4 ppg) and
shooters.
Payne played three sports in high school,
including golf and soccer, but says basket-

ball which she started playing when she
was five years old has alwaysbeenher sport
ofchoice.

She was not heavily recruited at Port Angeles, however,despitebeing a two-time first
team all-Narrows League selection and averaging 17.3 pointsper game as a senior.No
one was questioning her talent, but most of
the schools that wouldhave gone after Payne
were under the impression that she had already signed with the University of Wyoming. Inactuality theCowboyshad only been
in contact with Payne, who,unbeknownst to
her, was unofficially off the market to other
collegecoaches.
Coach [Dan] Kriley called me and was
like, Everyone thought you signed with
Wyoming, Payne recalled,referringto SU s
assistant coach.
That was the rumor People thought she
had already committed to Wyoming, so we

.
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ranks 11th in the country in
three-point shooting.

just kindofjumpedin thereandgot her, Cox
said.
In preparation for college ball, Payne
stepped up her workout regimen in the offseason. She lifted weights more often and
spent more time working on her individual
skills. When she started practicing with the
Redhawks, she battled Jenny Iverson, a junior transfer from BigBend Community College,for the starting two-guard spot.
Butjust days before the season got underway,Payne s progress was put on hold. She
sprained her foot inan intrasquadscrimmage,
costing her a place in the starting five and
preventingher from traveling with the team
to its season-opening tournamentat Colorado
Christian University.
It washard.1was pretty bummed out that
1couldn t go to Colorado, Payne said.
After missing the first two games of the
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the fact that were just so close sometimes;
against Northwest College,coming off the that s what s most disappointing, she said.
Individually, though, Payne has made an
bench to score threepoints in 11 minutes.
Since then, Cox says, she sjust grown ev- almost seamless transition from high school
to college.
ery game. Payneeventually won a starting
She plays savvy for a freshman, Cox
spot, and by the nextgame was on the court
at tip-off, scoring 10 points and hitting two said. Thereisn t any glaring weaknessinher
three-pointers in a win over The Master s game. She s a hard worker and learns from
her mistakes. Andshe has a determined attiCollege.
Payne s breakout game came on Dec. 13, tude; she s a competitor.
Payne says it took her a while to adapt to
when shelit upLinfield Collegefor 24points
later,
she hung the pace of the college level, but overall has
and hitsix threes. Two weeks
a season-high 27 points (and six threes) on adjusted well.
At first Iwas really unsure, like whether
Northwest College in their gym.
not
season,
Payne
is or
Id start or get to play a lot, she said.
Through 20 games this
only
But
trailing
itjust takes alittle time to get used to.
averaging 11 .4points pergame,
(13.4
ppg)
for
In23 seasons atSU,Cox has overseendozjunior forwardThresia Busch
In
s
Discoring.
the team lead in
theNCAA
ens of freshmen entering the program,and
lthin
country
11,
the
in three- says Payne stands out among them.
vision Payneis 1
Idon t think you everexpecta freshman
shooting
hitting
percentage,
44.5 perpoint
in
the
second
Great
to
make
this much of animpact, but in hindtreys,
good
centofher
for
her it s not too surprising, Cox
sight,
Conference
behind
Sewith
Northwest Athletic
1
said.
She
made some big shots for us,and
percent).
Taylor
s
(45.
Amy
attle Pacific s
But Payne has a hard time talking about so many times she s gotten us off to a fast
her individual accomplishments, in large part start.
As SU wraps up its season next weekend,
due to her team s struggles. At 8-15 overall
and 4-10 in GNAC play, the Redhawks are Paynewill go into the off-season looking to
ninth in a 10-team league. Heading into build on the momentum she gained this year.
tonight s contestagainst Humboldt State, at Firstand foremost, she wants toimprove her
7 p.m.inthe Connolly Center, theRedhawks defense, and Cox says she can also get abit
are on a five-game losing streak, its second- stronger and improve her conditioning.
She sauniqueplayer, different from anylongest ofthe year(theRedhawks lost seven
straight from Dec. 19 to Jan. 17). It s anun- one we ye had in quite a while, Cox said.
familiar position for Payne, who in high By far thebest shooter we ye had in a long,
school helped Port Angeles make the state long time. Im not sure we ye ever had a
tournament three times in four years,plac- freshman step inand have this kind of impact from the perimeter.
ing fifth her sophomore year.
Looking at her numbers, the last thing
It s hard to say what my best game has
ye
you
d expect Payne to worry about this
been. I been scoring,but were not winning, she said.
offseason is her shooting. But even though
who
s
aspect
For someone
favorite
of the she says herstrokecamenaturally, don t misgame is the competition, she d easily trade take that to mean she doesn t work at it.
Id say Im anatural shooter , she admits.
some of those points for a few more Ws on
Iye always been good at it but Ialso put
the win-losschart.
The losing has been disappointing. And in a lot of hours at the gym.
season, Payne made her debut at home

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
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For more information on Army ROTC and the incredible scholarship benefits for nurses, contact Major Andrew Franz at 206-296-2439or email at-- franza@seattleu.edu
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Intramurals offer sports for all
Erica Terence

Editor-in-chief
In the worldofSeattle University Intramurals,everyone is
their own coach, student intramural referee and senior English major Bill Tierney explains.
Thisathletic self governmentcanbe frustrating forTierney
and his colleagues who officiate intramural games of basketball, but it holds a certain appeal for many student athletes at SU.
The autonomy ofathletic training onintramural teams that
Tierney refers to is apparent in many aspects ofthe intramural game at SU.
The intramural program is 99 percent student run, said
Intramurals Coordinator Ryan Tuatoo, the only hired staff

member for intramurals in the athletics department.
After five and a half years of working in the position,
Tuatoo has seen many students come and go from the
intramurals program, but stillsees one ofhis central job responsibilities as accommodating the needs and wants of intramural participants.Thismeans training officials to thebest
of their ability and scheduling more games later in the day
for students,and morninggames for alumni.
Tierney and fellow basketball official (referee) Avertis
Brooks Jr.are work study students, paid 58.50 per gameofficiated.
Being anofficial is a headache,andnot worththe money,
Tuatoo said, offering his own opinion from the perspective
of one who trains all the intramural officials.
But some of these guys like it and it s good experience
for them ifthey want togo on toofficiate for a career, Tuatoo
added.
Iknew some people from school who wanted to play so
we formed a team, plus it s a good way to stay in shape,
said third year law student Will Bumside, a University of
Washington graduate who plays in the law league.
As he talks he watches another basketball team from the
alumni league race back and forth across the North Court in
the Connolly Center.
Another student athlete, also in the law league, explains
that while his team, dubbed Autobahn by its captain, is
presently undefeated. They aren t playing so well in their
game against the Trial and Error team at the moment.
Law school is a lot of studying and it s a good way to
release energy and get exercise, said first year law student
David Cohen, who plays for Autobahn.
Cohen likes intramurals for the laidback caliber ofcompetitionon thebasketball court they offer.
They aren t cutthroat games but the competitive lawyer
in everyone comes out, Cohen joked.
W edon tpractice, Cohen admitted willingly. Westudy,
he said.

REDHAWKS
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Though Cohen and teammates don t practice as a team,
they study together and hang out together.
We hung out last night, Cohen said of his team.
That s why we aren t doing so great right now, he said,
laughing as he watched his teamhustle for the ball.

Athletes from themen s alumni basketball league alsoreported that they seldom practice for games.
For me this is the only time Iplay basketball all year,
commented SU alumnus Dave Laemmle, amember ofateam
called Cage formed in 1988 by a group of students from the
fifth floor ofBellarmine Hall.
Cage has been competing in intramurals at SUever since.
Lammele graduated from SU in 1992, but has never left
his intramural community.
Cage player and 1986 graduate Jamie Read reminisced to
the team s glory days as the 2000 alumni league champions.
Read,Laemmle, and teammateMatt Smith chuckle as they
say this.
Ofcourse the next year we went O-for, Smith said, laugh2001 was a rebuilding year, Read agreed.
None of the three alumni seem concerned about their
record,however. Rather,it is a source ofgreat amusementas
they leavethe gym together.
Winter quarter intramural sports include basketball and
soccer. Leagues range from ex-varsity to mixedskill levels
to co-ed rec leagues. Spring includes softball, tennis, outdoor volleyball, frisbee andoutdoor soccer. And in the fall
they have football, volleyball and floor hockey.
To get involvedin intramural sports contact Ryan Tuatoo
at 296-6484 or intramurals@seattleu.edu.Moreinformation
can be found at www.seattleu.edu/student/intramurals.

Redhawk freshman
claims GNAC title
Angelina Sam-Mi
Sports Editor
TRACK AND FIELD
At the inaugural Great Northwest Athletic Conference indoor track and field
championship meet this last weekend the
Redhawk womentook a sixthplace finish
with 28points, while the men finished seventh with14 points.
Freshman Alana Garcia won the 500meter with a timeof 19:33.9, claiming the
GNAC title. Freshman Rachel Suess finishedthird in the 5000 with a timeof 19:39.
The women also earned a third-place finish witha time of 13:30.29 inthe distance
medley.
The men also finished strongin the 5000
at the meet. Junior Michael Hughes finished fifth with a time of 16:02.04. Senior
KJ. Loreth helped the men s team in the
400-meter dash. Loreth took fifth with a
time of 50.59 seconds and senior Matt
Blame finished seventh with a time of
51.27 seconds.
Seattle Pacific won the meet for the
women with 160 points and Western Oregon won the meet for the men with 164
points.

Michael Hughes
MEN S BASKETBALL

The Redhawks junior Andy
Bloom was selected to theAcademic
All-america College DivisionMen s
Basketball District VIII team.Bloom
was included ona list offive players
selected to the first team. Bloom, a
business major witha3.87 GPA, averages 10.4 points per game and is
27th in the GNAC with 10.5 rebounds per game.

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. Feb. 26*
Women s basketball vs. Humboldt State @ 7 p.m. (home)
Men s basketball vs.Humboldt State (away)
Jazzercise 7:15- 8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Yoga Plus 4-5:15p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Evening Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ StudentPavilion Multiuse
Lindy Hop 1 7:30-8:30p.m. @Pigott Auditorium

Irish Dance 7:15-8:15p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Friday.Feb. 27*
Yoga 2-3 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Saturday.Feb. 28*
Women sbasketball vs.W. Oregon @ 5 p.m. (home)

Men s basketball vs.W. Oregon (away)

*

Monday. Mar. IIs

Yoga 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Do you enjoy

Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ConnollySpinning Room

sports?
Do you enjoy
writing?

Basic Yoga 5:45-6:45 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
KyokushinKarate5:30-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

If you answered

Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m.@ Connolly Classroom
Pilates 1 4:00-4:50p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse

yes to both
those questions
then
come writefor
the Spectator
sports page.

Tuesday. Mar. 2nd

Pilates 2 5-5:50 p.m. @ Student Pavilion Multiuse
Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Tap Dance 6:30-7:20 p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium
Capoeira 6:30-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Lindy Hop 2 7:30-8:30p.m. @ Pigott Auditorium

Wednesday. Mar. 3rd

Contact

Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Angelina
Sanelli at

Spinning 6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

sanellia@

seattleu.edu

KyokushinKarate 7-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tai Chi12-12:55 p.m. @ Student PavilionMultiuse
Learn to Swim 7-7:45 p.m. @ Connolly west pool
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Senator Paull Shin counts himself blessed
had come to theU.S. hoping it wouldbe the land of the
blessings.
This experienceof discrimination planted the
seed
for
his future political aspirations. At the age of
Senator Paull Shin, D-Edmonds, has given many
reading about these unfair laws in college, he
22,
while
years ofhis life to the service of this nation that he
decided
he
would one day do something to bring about
loves so dearly. It began even before he first set eyes
justice.
fairness
and
on America. Back then he was a houseboy for the U.S.
serving time in the military he moved
After
troops stationed in Korea. After coming to America he
to
where he enrolled at the University of
Washington
becamea soldier himself. Later, he went on to serve
and
received his PhD in East Asian
Washington
Washington state; first as an advisor to several goverstudies.
nors then as an elected official himself. Why does Shin
Ileaned how to speak Korean here. Ididn t
serve? It s payback to a nation that has helped him.
to speak Korean except for the cuss words
know
how
realizeshis
A grateful person is one who
gangster
language, Shin laughs.
and
the
serving
community,
by
the
blessings and pays back
receiving
After
his PhD he went on to teach for
Shin says, quoting Benjamin Franklin.
knowledge
and
his
of East Asian studies would
years
31
Shin has not always been so blessed. He was
political
doors
for
him.
open
up
age
of four his mother
born in Korea in 1935. At the
His knowledge landed him a position as an
died and his father abandoned him because he was too
advisor to Governor Dan Evans consulting on and
poor to take care of his son. For the next 10 years he
interpreting for Asian trade missions. Subsequent
would have to live his life on the streets.
governors Dixie Lee Ray, John Spellmanand Booth
My life consisted of standing on street corners,
Gardner would all keep Shin as an advisor. He was
begging to stay alive. Inever had a home cooked meal
glad to helpfacilitate trade.
1 never went to school, not even grade school. Islept
In 1987, while returning from a trade mission
in bus stations and train stations, Shin says of his
Asia,
Governor Gardner urged Shin to run for the
to
childhood.
legislature,
much to his surprise. The pangs ofracism
In 1950 the Korean War broke out andShin saw
Shin had felt so many years before still worried him.
American troops for the first time.
How could Iexpect American people to vote
I was amazed by them because they were big;
Paull Shin.
Senator
me
with
this color, Shinasked. Gardner told him
for
they had brownhair and long noses. As a kid, I thought
By
name
when
was ready to run he would be there to
His
last
was
Paull.
that
Shin
adopted
that soldier
Shin.
they looked funny, Shin laughs.
nearly
help.
an
new
It
was
and
adult.
His
took
Shin
four years to decide.
by
one
that time Shin
16
He was soon given a job as a houseboy
1992,
name
In
knocked on over 20,000 doors in
keep
genealogy
to
his
for
he
father allowed him
of the soldiers. This soldier would change Shin s life
Mukilteo, and Woodway and beat
Lynnwood,
Edmonds,
last
name
his
first
Shin
took
his
father
s
as
purposes
but
forever and impact him deeply to this day.
He told people his story,
a
incumbent.
name.
out
three-term
work,
One day, after Shinhad finished all his
later
years
people
two
Shin
came
told
that
the
U.S.
was
his adopted homeland that
hill
to
When
the
war
ended
nearby
he left the house and went to the top of a
now it was time for him
the
States.
He
had
no
education.
had
done
so
much
for
him
and
to
United
have a good cry It was something that he often did
ABCs,
GED,
the
a
to
back
for
all the good fortune
pay
way
to
start
from
the
then
to
serve
as
Ihad
lonely
because growing up with no family made him
PhD,
Shin,
a
counts
he
received.
says
and
who
had
college
On
then
on
to
this
and crying was a way he found comfort.
After two years in the House of Representahis education amongthe blessings he s received in the
particular day, after crying for awhile,he raised his
taught
him
United States. He says that his mother
tives he returned to teaching then, after retiring he was
head to look into the eyes of a tall American soldier.
father,
elected to theSenate in 1998. He was re-elected in
English and social studies during the day and his
The soldier asked him why he was cryingbut Shin was
evenings
2002.
dentist,
a
him
math
and
science
in
the
taught
to
away,
go
told
the
soldier
that
so embarrassed that he
As a senator, Shin travels frequently all over
to prepare him to pass the GED.
it was none of his business. The soldier ignored Shin
Hood,
to
In 1958 Shin was drafted and sent Ft.
the United States andabroad on trade missions and
and, instead, hugged him tightly saying that he had
public
speaking appearances. His focus in the senate is
spent
the week on
Texas. While in training the soldiers
three children ofhis own and whenever he saw them
higher
they
they
went off base so
on
education and trade.
thebase but on weekends
crying it hurt him inside.
Texas
was
good
civilian food. Back then
Shin is also the author of two books: Name,
could eat
That hugbecame my life from then on. Even
not
Shin,
white,
not
and
segregated
being
and
was
Rank
Serial Number, which is about World War 11
still
today, wheneverImalone I think about his hug;
to
a
This
discrimination
hurt
and
allowed enter restaurant.
Korean Prisoners of War andan autobiography
whenever Im discouraged I think about his hug;
of
had
been
the
victim
which
is a best seller in Korea and currently being
very
him
much. In Korea he
whenever Im lonely Ithink about his hug; when Im
family.
and
without
translated
into English by the University of Washington
poor
discrimination because he was
depressed, when Im happy I think about his hug too.
yell
at
him.
He
Press.
would
throw
rocks
and
Other children
He gave me new hope, says Shin. Six months later

Mark Griswold
Staff Writer

.

Corrections:

Quidnunc

In the Feb. 19th issue, the Featuressection included a photo ofLark whichshould have been
accredited to Carlos Enriquez instead ofCalrosRodriguez.

-An inquisitiveperson; a gossip
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Commuters: SU s largest ignored group of students
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According to estimates from the
Public Safety Manager,Mike Sletten,of
the approximate 2500 commuters that
to campus on a given day, 275 rely
come
campus,
America,
Seattle,
In
in
and on
on the Puget Sound s bus programs, 840
the willof the majority often prevails.
walk,
Boisterous groups and compellingmessages drive alone, 1 10 carpool, and 1200
transbike,
or use other modes of
ride a
overwhelm and overpower a lone voice on
portation.
campus. Presidential elections and the
Sophy Hernandez, the Commuter
Grammy s aremore likely to gain our
Representative on campus,and a sophoattention than a tranquil student thatpasses
more on campus, hasbeen a commuter
students in the Bistro.
So why is one of the largest group of student for a yearand a half. As a
by
students ignored on the campus? Close to freshman, she opted to save money
to
home,
from
Everett
living
at
and drove
4000 of the 6659 students enrolled in
to
daily.
It
s
become
easy
campus
the
Seattle University fit into this category.
Some aremothers, others are over 50 years isolated and think ofthe university as
solely for academics, Hernandez
old,and some are Bush supporters among
mentions,
notingone of the many
the population who travel to schoolone
commuter concerns.
way or another. But the 62 percent of the
ViAn Quach,a sophomore who
SU population that live off campus and
to
large
don t feel bikes school,offers a slight twist to this
commuteto school by and
statement. Being acommuter student
like a genuine part of the university.
can be tough because there is an inconveThough commuters often feel
nience in scheduling classes so Idon t feel
overlooked, they offer a diverse and
like Iam wastingmy time during the day,
unique contribution to campus. Students
Quach mentions,explaining that commuttravel from as far out as Port Townsend
Orchard,
to
ers have to take into account time for
and have drive
and Port
travel when planning their schedule.
two
hours
anywhere from five minutes to
As theCommuterRepresentative,
to
Diane
according
just to attend classes
Hernandez hopes to solve these problems,
Schmitz, Director ofCommuter Serand strives to become someone who
vices.
speaks for the commuter constituency.
the
tough,
travelinggets
So when the
She does this by going to events
commuters get creative. There was a
on campus and speaking up for comgroup of four students who carpooled
muter students. Along with Diane
together from Mt. Vernon, while another
Schmitz, Hernandez strives to give
bandof six students carpool dailyfrom
commuter students a voice. Now living
Carnation, a town 30 miles east ofSeattle.
in North Seattle, Hernandez has a
Even more innovative,some students use
shorter drive, but still mentions that it s
the Kitsap bus on the peninsula, take a
easy for commuter students to just come
Seattle,
and then
ferry from Bremerton to
and go. It s hard whenyou know you
either use thebus or walk to campus from
an hour drive ahead of you to want
have
the waterfront downtown. Other SU
to
around on campus for a meeting
south,
wait
riding
students travel up from the
Hernandez said.
event,
its
or
the Sounder Express from Tacoma and
Schmitz
is working to help the
circumvented
surrounding cities. Several
resolute Hernandez integrate the lives of
money, bus fares, and carpool duties by
the commuter students with the onstyle
on their skaterolling into class in
experience. One major program
campus
boards.

SusieRantz
Staff Writer

Bus #60 aids in communter travels to SU.

am Hurd

Josh Hart prepares for his long commute home.
introduced was the Collegia Program,
which was designed to provide a beautiful
and welcoming home away from home
environment for commuter students.
Established in 1996 by formerPresident
Fr. William J. Sullivan,SJ., the Collegia
Program supplies five Collegium rooms
on campus, each one being a unique
home-like environment created with
attractive furnishings and artwork to
surround students with a senseof security.
Trisha King-Stargell, who was found
absorbedly studying in the Reidy Collegium, supports this outlook.
TheCollegium is a nice and quiet
place for me to study. Inaddition to a
serene location for commuterstudents, the
programalso aims to helpmake the students
feel like moreof a part ofthe SU population.
Schmitz proudly states that the
Collegia Program serves to tell commuter
students you matter And so far,ithad
succeeded in doingjust that. Over1000
students take advantage of the program on
campus,cashing in on tutorial services,
relationshipadvice, and new bonds and
friendships.
Benjamin Puariea,a senior Communication Studies major, liked the Collegia
program because itis nice andcomfortable andhe enjoys the perks of the
Tekakwitha Collegium daily. But the
perquisites go beyond student enjoyment;
the Collegia Program teaches commuters
what it is like to be in a community. You
may like the music louder, Schmitz
imparts, but someone else is trying to
study. The Collegium rooms are designed
to provide a warm place for everyone.
This sentiment has been the backto
bone the Collegia Program,which has
wonthree national awards for its innovativeand successful methods ofcreating a
community for commuter students.
Jenn Pimentel, a senior who
commutes daily, stated, The Collegium is
a distinct community with people that
doesn t just consist of people you see in
class everyday.
Though Hernandez is concerned
with isolation on campus, the Commuter
Services Center has been working hard to
provide a place for these students to hang
around between classes,appointments and
late-night meetings.
But whilemanystudents canbenefit
from the Collegia Program,most commuters
still have to deal withparking issues, a subject
that appears tobe on theminds ofmany SU
students. Virtuallyeverycommuter student
thatdrives to campus complains aboutparking.
HangNguyen, a second yeargraduate student
in the MBA program, said thatparking is
especially bad duringnoon. Ithas gotten even
worse now that there isconfusion with the 12th

.

Street detours, Nguyen remarks.
Pimentel, who lives a few blocks
from campus and returns home at midnight,

drives to school because of safety issues,
and is forced to deal with parking issues.
Idon t have any other options to get to
school,but itis so hard to justify spending
so much money to drive a few blocks.
$173 a quarter does seem to be an outrageous price to pay for a poor private
college pupil, but Sletten at the Public
Safety Department notes that there are
alternatives that some students are not
aware of.
Slettenpoints out that the Public
Safety department offers a Reduced
Parking Fee program at the 14th & E.
Jefferson lot. \n addition, students who
carpool receive anenormous discount off
their parking permits. Sletten constantly
draws attention to students that if they
carpool,instead of buying a $172 permit
each quarter or a $250 oneeach semester, if
at least two students carpool together four
days a week, they can save approximately
$129 to $187 respectively. And if four
students arrive on campus together, they
get free parking for the day.
Another option is to purchase a
university-subsidized student s transit pass,
which takes 55 percent off the original
price of a bus pass. Slettenstates, We
have transit passes from all Puget Sound
transit companies (Pierce, King,
Snohomish and Kitsap),and wehave the
Sounder Train,Ferry and Sound Transit.
Thus, an average transit pass at $70 goes to
the student for $31
But why not just ride thebus for
free? A new programjust installed, the Bus
It program, permits all students to check
out a one-zone peak bus pass during the
day, free of charge. While this program
might be used more by residents living on
campus, Hernandez feels that it will open
a lot ofpossibilities for students,providing
them with means of transportation that
haven t been thought of. The ASSUsponsoredBus It programhas 20 passes to
allocate to students, whocan either check
the pass out overnight for a $2 charge or
borrow it during the day.
Hernandez highlights that a commuter student could rent the pass to take
the bus to lunch between classes, or to visit
a friend before a club meeting.
It seems as if the opportunities are
endless, and the Bus It program is one
example of the innovative methods of
transportation for commuters. While the
commuter students have to juggle work,
school, transportation and additional costs,
Seattle University is workingon easing
some of their troubles.
And students on campus can do the
same.

.
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Billy Talent tries honesty with debut album
Kyle Ford
Managing editor

to do something new, said
Kowalewicz, while the guys I

Billy Talent s debut on
Atlantic Records definitely
displays talent. Every song on the
album has a different feel to it.
Solid rhythms back the melodies
belted out by lead singer Benjamin Kowalewicz.
Anyonecan tell you that an
album should showcase a band s
talent,and that the songs on the
album should be variedand
remain true to their original
sound style. If I want to listen to
songs over and overagain, 1 11
listen to 107.7.
Songs deal very clearly
with painful social issues in the
only form of music that can do
them justice rock solid punk.
From a heroine addicted prostitute in Standing In TheRain to
a frienddiagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis in How It Goes,
lyricist Kowalewicz delivers
sizzling vocals perfectly aug-

2003.

was playing with just wanted to
dorock n roll. Iwas thrilled to
start anew band that focused on
beingmore creative.
Billy Talent has already
experiencedsome great airplay
with Try Honesty, the number
one most added song at alternative radioand was a top 25 hit on
the Modern Rock airplay charts.
Thealbum has also landed in the
top ten of Revolver magazine s
list of The 20 Best Albums of
It s difficult to pick any
song that stand out more than the
others.There wasn t a track I
wanted to skip in the 20 or so

Billy Talent
mented by bandmates lan D Sa
(guitar), Jon Gallant (bass)and
Aaron Solowoniuk (drums).
Starting out strongand
maintaining energy throughout,
the album pops, keepingyour feet
tapping time and the simple punk
melody remains in your head the

rest of the day.

Lies is a
masterpiece
melodic
basic drum
and bass-work anchor the piece
while the guitar carries the
harmonies andKowalewicz s
voice brings it all together.
The group of guys met at a
highschool talent show playing

for different bands. Eventually
each band reached their creative
plateaus andKowalewicz
approachedD Sa about creating a
new band with Solowoniuk and
Gallant.
They are all really good
guys andmusicians who wanted

times Ilistened to the album for
this review. Id definitely

recommend this album for music
during finals
week.
Billy Talent willbe
appearing at the Paramount,
Saturday.
to keep you awake

Cracking into controversial DaVinci Code
requires free time, open mind of readers
Madeleine Hottman
Staff Writer
A gruesome murder solved by a
symbologist and a cryptologist racing
against a powerbroker, The DaVinci
Code is an irresistibly good book. Dan
Brown throws suspense, art history, and
controversial theology into a compelling
novel that is impossible to put down
after page one.
The novel is at once a murder
mystery of which the main character is,
of all people,a symbologist.
Robert Langdon is called upon to
help solve a murder mystery that is a
puzzle of symbols and the Priory of
Sion, a secret society that Leonardo
DaVinci, Sir Isaac Newton, andBoticelli
were members of. Langdonjoins forces
with Sophie Neveu, French cryptologist

who helps him discover the secrets
Leonardo DaVinci hid within his paintings that are clues to the secret the
Priory of Sion has kept through the
centuries.
In a race against the authorities and
a supposed member of Opus Dei,a

Vatican-sanctioned Catholic society,
Langdon and Neveu race through Paris,
the French countryside,London, and
other places that must go without saying.
With as many twists as a Hitchcock
movie, the book ends with a final twist
that makes for a great ending.
One of the most compelling aspects
of this novel is that the hero is not a
police officer or detective.
In fact, Langdon is a far cry from
Sherlock Holmes. Langdon admits his
fears and that hehas no idea how to
accomplish the ultimate goal. He takes

the plunge and faces many of his insecurities throughout thecourse of the story.
Armed not with a gun but with his
knowledge of symbols and history,
Langdon solves the crime and saves the
day.

There is some controversy about
theracy theological ties to reality that
question the integrity of the Catholic
Church and many myths behind the story
of the Holy Grail.
Specifically, Brown emphasizes the
issues surrounding Christian asceticism
and its rejection of pagan beliefs as well
as the oppression of femininity that
resulted from those views.
Brown also portrays Constantine in
aless favorable light thanmany people
would, as he does not glorify
Constantine s pro-Christian policies,but
rather attributes them to more political

motives. The most interesting question
the novel raises is the marriage of Christ,
which to some mayundermine Christ s
divinity. In relation to this,Brown also
questions the relationship of Mary
Magdalene to Christ and her status as
either a prostitute or a noblewoman and
discipleof Christ.
A caution to thereader be willing toread
the views Brownpresents with anopenmind. It
is a well-researched novel,and maysurprise the
unpreparedreader. Thenovel itself questions the
accuracy ofhistorical factandthe legitimacy of
using thebible as a historicalsource. Brown
challengessomeof the basic beliefs many
peopletake as the truthand as fact
Overall, itis a thought-provokingbook
thatraises manyquestions andsupplies awellwritten, exciting story line.This is theperfect
book for a very quick,addictingspring break
read.
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3000 students later, 1 don't
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about this Lest, or how to teach
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Intensity, costuming carry Time of your Life
aged stained-glass and bottles on the shelves (complete
with pickled eggs) from where the bartender serves up
Americana.
Within the saloon isa pianostageand a smattering
of wooden tables, through the swinging wooden doors you
can see out out into the street and into the industrial
—
day to-day life on the wharf.
The industrial,living backdrop is complete with
scaffolding and a giant I-beam and a constant parade of
peoplepopping past. At stage right is the boudoir, two
stories ofone-room offices, the audience can see the
girls silently work and to where the sailors slip off.
Horse racing andalcohol are the threads that hold
their life together, sitting society-folk withdrunks and the
young with the old.
The play begins with a dimmingof lights and the
paperboyshouting, Extra extra...r eadallabout it.
And the vaudeville comes alive. All over the stage life is
unfolding. The main action is within the bar, but it is no
vacuum, the diversified cast ofcharacters parade in and
out and meander past, going about their business.
Joe (Jeff Perry) withhis Jimmy James in suspenders
style steals the show.From his perch at a far table in the
saloon he drinks champagneand orchestrates action,
sending Tom (Patrick New)on bizarre errands.
He and Nick (Yasen Peyankov), the bartender, were
—
favorites,
my
although my mom liked Kitty Duval
Courtesy of Chris Bennion
(Mariann Mayberry). Each person would take the spotlight with their shtick then their story would be incorpoBlick (Lawrence MacGowan) and Kitty(Mariann Mayberry) have a serious exchange
rated within life as a whole.
Kitty Duval is a small but powerful girl trying to
This slice-of-life drama/comedy/musical, or
Megan Lee
break out of her life toys didn t makeher happy, she
vaudeville,shows how people are still the same, whether
Staff Writer
wanted a big house with dogs, the American Dream. Tom
it is a day in 1939 or 2004. Peopleparade around and do
love,
they
ahead,
to
find
was her savior and their relationshipinspired Joe to do
they
unusual,
try
get
try
to
their thing, they
It was good to see a classic, and somewhat
errands
for Tom.
they
people.
watch
meddle and
American period pieceproducedby Seattle s Repertory
director, Tina Landau,says she had no ideahow
different,
The
play
things
likein
the
Grantedsome
are
Theatre.
much
she
would
learn from Saroyan whilstdirecting this
phone
was
one
on
the
wall
that
pay
only
phone
there
a
And they didit right: the costumes were immacuShe
is
piece.
learning
that
from him not only as aplaywright,
soul
oflife
itself
isn
t
everyone
invigoratuses but the
late, the stage was brilliant and the cast had an
but also as an essayist andphilosopherseeingthe-world
different.C est la vie.
ingintensity that brought 1939 San Francisco alive.
as he saw it. He was the son of an Armenian immigrant
It was the set andthe cast that made this production
The Time of YourLife, writtenby William
whodied whenhe was three, leavingSaroyan to makehis
work to understand this production you first need an
Saroyan, is apoignant vista into the worst economic
way
through orphanages, later selling papers on the street.
image of the stage first ofall it was completely open:
disaster this country has ever experienced.
The Time of YourLife beckons, so get out and see
there was no curtain. Center stageis a saloon on #3
It chronicles a day in the life of a wharf salon and
s a reason it s sellingout. The production is
it
there
Pacific Street, on SanFrancisco historic wharf.The main
the characters that pass through the swinging doors
running
at
the Bagley Wright Theatre through March 7.
Gibson-style
wooden,
bar inlaid with
focus is a classically
showing what it means to justbe.
■—^—
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ATTENTION STUDENT
BUSINESS OWNERS
2004 Global Student Entrepreneur Awards
Pacific Northwest Region

$5,000 First Place

*

Herbert B. Jones Student EntrepreneurAward
'Regional first-place winner advances to the global competition to compete for a
grand prize of $10,000.

Who

Undergraduate students who runtheir own businesses
Why
The regional awards and the global awards are recognition of exceptionalentrepreneurial
skill and creativity amongundergraduate students enrolled in universities, colleges and
technical schools.
Eligibility
To be eligiblean undergraduate student must: a)be enrolled in school at the time of
submission b) submit proof of 12 (or the equivalent)hours of credit earned in the 12
months prior to application c) be a student businessowner (with or without partners) who
has primary responsibility for the managementand operations of the business. Only forproftt businesses may apply.

How

Complete the application and submit it by March 1, 2004 to the The Entrepreneurship
Center, Albers School of Business and Economics

For additional information and an application call 206-296-5730 or visit

www.seattleu.edu/asbe/ec/sea

Headline on the article which
in
the
Feb. 19, 2004 issue erronen
sly read n "Cunt reclamation' captures audience's attention." The Spectator Staff recognizes that this was a
misrepresentative phrasing and apologizes for any offense this may have
caused among readers
In phrasing the headline the way
we did, we intended to highlight the
positive expression of the word 'cunt'
as demonstrated particularly in the
monologue Reclaiming Cunt (performed by
Sophia Tolentino)
Although the word has picked up a
highly negative connotation in today's
society, according to the dialogues
following the Monologues, the word cunt
originally meant a powerful
Mesopotamian priestess.
We were aiming to capture the
essence of the original meaning of the
word. We regret, however, that the article beneath the headline did not better articulate the background to the
headline's use of the word.
The Spectator would like to thank
its vigilant readers for their close
attention to the newspaper we produce,
and this issue in particular. We appreciate your feedback and will continue
to serve you to the best of our ability.

.
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Associated Students of Seattle University "SSS

WEEKLY UPDATE
Allquestions, comments or concerns canbemade at ext. 6382 orhonours@seattleu.edu!

.

Educational Programs Fund
WANTS TO GIVE YOU MONEY!

h»r"k UIIS
t-hics nuH
r
OUE
CHeCK

The Educational Programs Fund assists members of the Seattle University community in developing innovative programs, events and activities that seek to enhance the
University's commitment to educational excellence. More
Specifically, the EPF SpOnSOrs/cO-SponserS CampUS-based mitiatives that focus on creating a more integrated, seamless
approach to Student learning.

KSUB NOW ACCEPTING

VIUIDtLINtiS

2004-2005 POSITIONS
KSUB is accepting applications for manage-

"^^^l,
Feb. 27. Promotions, News, Music and
Website Directors and Production Manager
applications are due March 8.

foR JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLI-

.
" A proposal can be writtenand,sumitted
by any beattle
j,

APPLICATIONS FOR

c

t

CATIONS PLEASE VISIT THE WEBSITE

AT

WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/KSUB

University student, student group, administrator, and
staff or faculty member

" Preference willbe given

to those student clubs or organiza-

tions that have already sought funding through ASSU
channels.

" The maximum

United Filipino Club presents-

BaWlO FieSttt
March 6, 2004,
Campion Ballroom. Doors open at
5 p.m.
$13 for students w/ID
$15 for general admission

amount of funding that may be approved

from the Educational Programs Fund is $1,000.

Purchase tickets at Cherry St., Bellarmine
lobby, Campion lobby, or Pigott atrium.

For more information about submitting aproposals EPF go to
seattleu.edu/assu or contact Liz Skofield at skofield@seattleu.edu.

ta
room,

free with Barrio ticket.

SITJDENT^EyE^^J^IVipE^UNCIL
BATTLE OF THE BANDST
Feb. 27,
in Campion Ballroom. Doors open at 7 p.m.

Purchase tickets at the door starting at 6:30 p.m., or get your tickets at ...
Noon, Feb. 27 in Cherry Street during

JCyCer XngCancCs
jyerformance.
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Russians flip out over flapjacks as Lent nears
David Holley
Los Angeles Times
MOSCOW Rio has its riotous Carnaval,New Orleans
its bacchanalian Mardi Gras. Moscow hasits own orgy ofindulgence before the self-denial ofLent: Pancake Week.
The festival s origins lie in an exultant farewell to winter
that theSlavic tribes ofRussia s vast forested lands celebrated
longbefore the arrival ofChristianity. Theancient practices of
burningstraw figuresand feasting on hot,golden, sun-shaped
pancakes, or blini,were later adapted intoRussian Orthodox
customs.

Thuswasborn thecelebration ofMaslenitsa literally Butter Week, but more loosely andcommonly translated as PancakeWeek. Those sevencalorie-packeddays are enjoying fresh
popularity, boosted by post-Soviet nostalgia for Russian traditions, a resurgence in Orthodox Christianity and support
from theMoscow city government.
As ofMonday ,Lent is starting. We 11 have to fast. So during this week, we can afford indulging ourselves in a bit of
gluttony, said VeraBogdanova, 63, who stopped to buy the
thinpancakesat a city-sponsored festivalnearthe Kremlin and
St. Basil s Cathedral.
Iyebeen trying to stick to this pattern of celebratingPancake Week since Iwas 10, she added. The celebration was
that we wouldgather around a table and eatpancakes,because
pancakes symbolize the advent of spring, and they symbolize
the sun. They re hot, they re similar in color to the sun, they
look like the sun. So were seeingwinter off and we re seeing
spring in.

_sa -

■

oneAmerican and one Russian onboard the station would not
cause irreparable damage by making them gain too much
weightbefore a space-walk scheduled Thursday.
Having fun, after all, is a lot of what Pancake Week is all
about.
University student Yulia Shavlovskaya, 18, dropped by the
city-sponsored festivalnearSt. Basil sCathedral two daysin a
row to enjoy pancakes andthe carnival atmosphere, including
comedy performances, amusement park games and rock and
folk concerts.Last Sunday,a giant straw figure known as Lady
Maslenitsa, whoholds a pile ofpancakes inone hand, willbe
burned.
Shavlovskaya toldofenjoyingthe week sfestivities as achild
growingup ina Moscow suburb.
W e would get together with our friends. We d make a
wooden frame and put some clothes on it, and stuffit with
various things like straw, andpaint a face on it, she recalled.
Then wed pour gasolineandset iton fire, and then we drun
around it together withour parents.
Pensioner Eduard Zarutsky, 69,mayhavebeen reachingback
to centuries of tradition when he and his grandson, Maxim,
made a stack of pancakes last week to share with the boy s
parents,but things weren t entirelyold-style. W e bought special pancake mix that s easy to dilute with water, stir up and
fry, 1 3-year -oldMaxim said.
Zarutsky insisted that the convenience did nothing to damage the custom.
They taste absolutely normal, he said. They re quite OK
pancakes delicious.

400. Services
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Classifieds
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in-cheek, that over-consumption this week of sweets by the

In pagantimes,historians say,the festival came at the spring
equinox, whenday and night areofequallength.Spring seemed
to be justaround the comer, evenif theground was still frozen
and covered with snow.
After being Christianized,the festival was moved to fit into
a weeklong slot between the last meat-eatingday before Orthodox Lent and the long fast to Easter.
During this in-between week, the faithful can still eat fish
and dairy products: butter, eggs,sour cream all the goodies
thatmake nice blini,withtheir toppings rangingfrom honeyto
caviar. Gorging onpancakesbecame one last splurge, away to
use up these items before Lent prohibited their consumption.
Inother countries,Christianshave traditionally feasted onpancakes on Shrove Tuesday,the day before Ash Wednesday.
Thecustom is soimportant that when President Vladimir V.
Putinboardedthe nuclear submarine Arkhangelsk last week to
observe strategic military exercises, he inquired whether pancakes wouldbe part of the crew s rations. He was assuredthat
they would.
TheRussiannews agency Itar-Tasseven carried a report last
Wednesday onhow Pancake Week might affect astronauts orbiting in the International Space Station. It quotedLyudmila
Gurova,head of an agency responsible for astronauts meals,
as saying that themenonboardcouldheat honey-flavored pastries and treatthemas pancakesubstitutes,butthat in the future,
the real thing shouldbeprovided.
We havealready sentblack caviar up there, shesaid. Now
we have to think aboutpancakes.
Specialists at the cosmonaut training center near Moscow,
meanwhile, expressedhope to Itar-Tass, presumably tonguer*
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quiet neighbors. Rent in
eludes heat, electric, cable,

water, garbage, sewer. Large

1 Bedroom, 1 Bath $715/
month Large 2 Bedrooms, 1
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www.welchplaza.com421
23rd Aye S., Seattle.
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Ginger Lime Restaurant

5206.323.9030 '732 -12th Avenue -www.gingerlimc.biz
locatedon 12th Avenue,across from BellarmineResidence Hall

-

Beef or Vegetarian Noodle Soup (Pho) - $4.95
Pork or Vegetarian Egg Roll Rice Plate $5.25
Honey Chicken $5.75 Ling Noodles- $5.50
Caramelized Lemongrass Chicken $5.95
Cilantro Halibut - $5.75 Ginger Tofu Stir Fry $5.75

"

"

°

fresh, flavorful, satisfying Vietnamese cusine

*

$ lg ft ard
"

28,2004 "no cash value
ml valid lowaft)sdrink purchase or student menu expires Fob
*
one caKi P^9ucst CannOt combined wthan y Olhor offei^counts/charity events
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Question of the Week SU owes GLBT employees

What is your opinion on Ralph Nader entering the 2004
Presidential race? Will he play spoiler for theDemocratic nominee, as many believe he didin 2000?

same benefits as all others
miss the opportunity to be the first

Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or an opinion
column to spectator@seattleu.edu. Letters should be 300
words max, while columnsshould be 500 wordsminimum.
"
Spectator editorialboard

Editorial
Those of you who had the chance to witness President George
Bush s interruption of thenews Tuesday morning got to see a historic event:hiscalling foranamendment to the Constitutionofthe
UnitedStates in order to limit the rights of people.
The Constitution has always been about ensuring the rights of
humans in our country: We the People of the United States, in
Order1 to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain andestablish this Constitution for the
UnitedStates of America.
To limit marriages to onlybetween amanand womanis not just,
doesnot promote domestic tranquility, andassuredly limitsthe general welfare and the liberties of a group of people.
Additionally a Constitutionalamendment to support sucha ban
is extreme.The only amendment that limited rights of people was
the18thamendment (Prohibition), andit was subsequentlyrepealed.
Bush was neither elegant nor composed duringhis short speech.
If weare to prevent the meaning ofmarriage from beingchanged
forever, our nation must enact a constitutional amendment to protect marriage in America, said Bush,coming offmore as aredneck
afraid of change than the President.
The primary question is, what s wrong with change? The secondquestion is,how will this changedestroy the fabric ofAmerica?
Perhaps thePresident shouldconsider thatlifeis change.How will
Jane and Susan being pronounced wife and wife affect the tradition of marriagenegatively? Wouldn t this sortof change promote
stability on the domestic front? Tousehis own reasoning, theunion
between a man and a woman is the traditional and stable union.
Why wouldn t any recognized union promote stability legally ,
emotionally and nationally? IfAdamandSteve know they will not
suffer fromunfair governmentinheritance practices if something
should happens to one or the other, they will perhaps lead happier
and more productive lives.
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Four words,Seattle University:
legally domiciled adult benefits.
With the current media frenzy
overcivilunionsand gaymarriage,
itistime for SU to take abold step
forward in recognizing the contributions ofits gay,lesbian,bisexual
and transgender(GLBT) employees by granting them the same
spousal benefits that their straight
counterparts already enjoy.
It s one thing topromote social
justice and prohibit discrimination based on sexual or political
orientation, as statedinSU s antidiscrimination policy. But when
pushcomes toshove,money talks,
and SU needs to put its money
whereitsmouth is.
Unfortunately,SU will probably

Catholic Jesuit university to offer
LDA benefits, which extend coverage to theemployee and one other
adult living with him or her, beit
spouse, domestic partner, parent,
etc. The University of San Francisco, another Jesuit university, is
in negotiations with its faculty
union to offer LDA benefits in the
near future.
But SU still has a chance to be a
pioneer at this time of social
change. Thereare nonational laws
that require equal benefits for the
partnersofGLBT employees. Until that happens,it s up to individual
schools and employers to ensure
that equal rights are protected.
Thelack of LDA benefits is not
just a gay issue; itis one of thebasic human rights. Millions in this
countrygo withouthealth insurance
everyyear.ByextendingLDAbenefits to its employees,SUcould do

The lack of legally
domiciledadult
benefits is not just a
gay issue; it is an
issue of basic human rights.

its part,however small, to alleviate
this problem,because any adult living withan employee,like amother
or sibling, for instance, would be
eligible.
At the CatholicEthics and Sexuality salon, which washeldonFeb.
10, Iasked Father Peter Ely, S.J.,

associateprofessor of theology and
one of the two presenters, what SU
could do about affecting change
within the church regarding teachings on sexuality. Imentioned that
the Vatican issued a statement last
summer claiminghomosexuals who
adopt children do violence to
them.
Fr. Ely replied that SU does not
havemuchpolitical clout within the
Church.Susan Seeker, an associate
professor of Christian ethics currently onleave and serving theUniversity in an administrative position, was the other presenter. She
added, W e have several same-sex
(gay and lesbian) faculty who do a
great jobraising kids.
SU should make some response
to the Church s strong, hateful
rhetoric. Acknowledging the families ofGLBT employees would be
a goodstart.
A.J. Chavez is afreshman
journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
to chaveza@seattleu.edu

Living fat in the skinny years
Being debt-free in a creditor-riddled economy
ShalinHai-Jew
Spectator columnist
Several yearsago, local newspaper articles touted
40,000 millionaires in the Puget Sound area and a
new magazine formillionairesonly.People were purchasing luxury cars and Hummers and speeding out
of showrooms. Developerswere building on doublelots and triple-lots.Restaurants were attracting young

good and bad. For retailers and manufacturers, that
news is good. For buyers,increasingdebtmay mean
a more burdened fiscal future.
In the past several years, Iye had several acquaintances go bankrupt, with vehicles repossessed and a
houselost to debt. Just down the street, a former homeowning family was evicted by the bank, their possessions(refrigerators, furniture,boxes of clothes)put on
the streets under tarp for days (it was rifled through on
the first day and scattered), and a hush-hush sale to
new owners who promptly tore off the roof and remodeled. Iknow people whohave gone years without
a job,and these are people with graduate degrees.
National statistics on our spending habits aren t
pretty. Our savings rates have historically been low
(from the negatives tojust 2-4 percent of earnings).A
majority of us are unprepared for the economic hardships of retirement, causingmany of us to work well
into our70s and 80s.With costs rising for basic living,
the vicissitudes of employment and unemployment,
nonexistent financial cushions, and rising personal
debts, Iwonder why it is so hard to shift gears and
decelerate our spending and to readjust oursun visors
and sunglasses to the overcasteconomic skies.
There s something to be said for living simply and
debt-free. Why notretire themortgage? Why not stockpileexcess funds forretirement? Why not under-spend
and save for a future that s fast approaching? Do you
really need that credit card, or will a debit suffice?
There s nothing miraculous about living debt free. It s
all about the discipline ofsaving up before buying. It s
about living below one s earnings,no matter how low.
It s about anticipating needs, so resources are there
when theneed arrives.It s allabout the fundamentals.
The question today is what fundamental assumptions
are we making when were overspent and haggard,
dancing to the tune of our creditors?

dot-commers with thousand-dollar luxury meals for
theirfriends and tips in thehundreds ofdollars.There
were reports oflawsuits and counter suits overmegahouse constructions that required cranes (which ruined the million-dollar Lake Washington views).
Soon-to-be collegegraduatescouldnametheir price
and get a signing bonus for their jobs. They could
drop one hot job and get another by that same afternoon.Everything was done in go-go Net time. We
had struck a gusher, and that gusher seemedendless.
The bubble has long burst, but making the adjustment to lean times that may linger has been harder.
So many still seem to be living off the plastic and
loans for the here-and-now,and neverimagining that
unexpectedexpenses may occur. Inmy universe, the
car breaks down mysteriously, the plumbing may
spring a leak, a surprise guest or family may require
out-of-pocket costs, an unexpected flu or illness will
mean a lower income in the near future and the IRS
may discover a new tax that needs instant payment.
There s no doubt that we yebeeninlean years. Job
creationhas been sluggish.An estimated one million
high-paying jobs vaporizedoverseas.The stock market has gone on a roller-coaster descent in values.
There s been a burgeoning national debt. Fears have
been cyclical of deflation and inflation, or something elsenon-textbook altogether.
In the face of dour news, consumers have maintained their high spending and increasing personal
debt. The attitude is, We 11buy our way out of this. ShalinHai-Jew is a second-year student in the
As a matter of fact, recent statistics have shown a Educational Leadershipprogram.Sendfeedback to
greater propensity to spend of late which is both
haijes@seattleu.edu
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SOA protest empowering, educational, essential

KatrinaHale
Spectator columnist
attended the
Last November, I
Americas
at Fort
protest
School of
Benningin Georgia. This isa short
presented to a group
reflection I
wished
to
hear about our trip:
that
The School ofAmerica s has not
been something that Ihave been
passionate about my whole life. I
hadonlyheardbits and pieces about
it during my first year at SU, and
wasn t compelled to learn more
until 1 became involved withCoalition for Global Concern. As I
be-

gan to research I, in philosophical
terms,had whatmay be considered
an out of the cave experience.
Themore Iresearched, the more
I became aware of my country s
involvement in the carrying out of
awful and gross violations against
human dignity; and where human
dignity is threatened, so too is justice. Thus, Ifelt it a cause that I
could not say no to,because of my
strong belief in the words of Pope
Paul VI: If you wantpeace, work
for justice. Icould notpossibly ignore such a threat tojustice,such a
threat to peace.
Iremember sitting in a CGC
meeting when Gary Chamberlain,
our devoted and unselfish leader,
asked people why they wanted to
go to the protest, and hearing the
moving response of Matt Blame,
who said something to the extent
of, It snot a question of why do I
want to go, but how can Inot?
Ithink my response would be
similar nowas to why Iwent. For
once truth is revealed, one cannot
close their eyes to it.

The truthof the murderofunion

leaders, human rights activists,en-

tire villages of innocent people,all
targetedbecause they are poorand
simply trying to fight against governments who choose to exploit
them because they are easily taken
advantage of due of their fragile
situation. The truth of the wiping
out ofChurchmen and women who
embraced the dignity of the poor
and encouraged them to fight for
their humanrights,so as toend their
exploitation and subhuman living
conditions. The truth of any civilian uprising in Central and South
America being labeled Communist and therefore evil by the
United States government, who
then finds justification in fighting
against thepoor, orsupporting those
who do so, whichresults in the furthering ofU.S.influence and interest in that state. The truth that the
UnitedStates is aware oftheabuses
and violations School of America
graduates have committed, and yet
have not taken ownership,apologized, or made reparations to the

victims. And finally, the truth of a
man silenced by death because he
spoke these words ofpeace ata time
of great turmoil in ElSalvador:
Brothers, you came from our
own people. You are killing your
own brothers. Any human order to
kill must be subordinate to the law
ofGod, whichsays, Thoushalt not
kill. No soldier is obliged to obey
an order contraryto thelaw ofGod.
No onehas to obeyan immoral law.
Itis high time youobeyed yourconsciences rather than sinful orders.
The church cannot remain silent
before such anabomination...ln the
name of God, in the name of this
sufferingpeople whose cryrises to
heavenmore loudly each day, Iimplore you, Ibegyou, Iorder you:
stop the repression. Archbishop

elderly, hippies, all united to fight
injustice;Ifoundit to be very beautiful and hopeful.Being in a community with so many who were
brave enough to stand upagainst the
most powerful government in the
world and say, No! You are very,
very wrong in this part ofyour foreignpolicy and in many other parts
as well, you are not respecting the
inherent dignity of every person,
which you often claim to hold so
dearly,and that is wrong.
It was the event that inspired a
greater part of me to become an
activist for social change and social
justice for all peoples of the world.
It planted the desire to learn more
about what really is goingon in the
outside world, and to look beyond
corporate-controlled newspapers
and news shows and become a
seeker of the truth,and to act when
that truth is shameful. Because to
not act would to be complacent to

OscarRomero
Inknowing all of this, the question was, without a doubt, how
could 1 not go?
The protest was empowering be- injustice, which Isimplycannot be.
cause so manypeople from numer- Katrina Hale is a sophomore
ous backgrounds werejoinedunder political science major.Send
one cause. Nuns, priests, students, feedback to halek@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor
and at most three full-timePublic Safety of- noredby the studentpaper. Isuggest that the
ficers on duty. So the only way there could reportersat the Spectator work as hard as the
five-plus officers in the office at national qualifiers do and reportwhatis newsfull
that
havebeen
Anybody with a brain wouldknow
be during ashift changeor when worthy,as aprofessional paper would do.
in
once
would
gave
performance
the best
Naomi Watts
patrols werereporting for duty.
dorm
2001
Awards
should
student
(
Academy
2003 and
Marion Gallagher
not be a popularity contest, The Spectator, Im the first to admit there s plenty of parkJunior, SU swimteam member
ing problems.But at least try to be fair and
2-19-04).
want
See the Wuoros anti-death penalty docu- balanced when you quote people who
More Vagina Monologues
mentary and you will see Charlize Theronis to criticize someone else.
overthe topalmost the entire film,as opposed
to a few seconds a few have argued who did
David Lightman
The Spectator article begins with Cunt
not pay attention to 21 Gramsher expresreclamation grabs audiences attention (2sions elicited the comment in the New York Get into the pool
19-04). How wonderful. Imust have missed
Times this week that sheis the mosteloquent
the memo that saidthe word cunt wasnow
sufferer in film history since LilianGish.
The Seattle Mariners are going to the ahousehold term.
I will quote one reviewer who recognized World Series! As a professional newspaThe ridiculousness of the Vagina Monothat, unlike Theron, Naomi (and the real per, The Seattle Times would be sure to print logues being a part of what SU offers its
Wuornos) didnot strut,pose,and wasnot the such an exciting, newsworthy sports story; students is quite evident. Not onlyis some of
one-note character that Theron played. Ad- the people ofSeattle wouldbe proud.
the material clearly obscene, suchas the celmittedly, she may havebeen secondbest this
Why, then, does our school paper lack the ebration of an underage girl that is a willyear though. She tried hard toohard and
professionalism, the dexterity and the com- ing participant in an illegal sex act by an
that counts for something.
mon sense to report exciting, newsworthy older woman,it is grounded in hypocrisy.
Now hereis the expert quote: W atts com- Redhawk sports stories? Instead, Spectator
Iwondered aloud to myfianc whether my
pels us withan unanticipated demonstration sportspages are dedicated to thrillingarticles idea of staging the Penis Monologues
ofher actingability,strengthenedby the drab, about JasonLichtenbergerdoinghis job,stu- would get the same critical acclaim andsupunderplayed look of her character.
dents getting together forrecreation and why port as it s predecessor. Somehow Idoubt it.
Didn t you seeMulhollandDrive? Perhaps the men s basketball team lost again.Please Maybe if 1 were to spell out Dick or
you only remember her Seattle ring perfor- explainhow these stories aremore newswor- Johnson in an or gasmic arrayof emotions,
mance, which was limited by the plot-driven thy than the womens and men s swim teams viewers would similarly call it thought-progenre and Le Divorce, which was limited by each qualifying fiveswimmers for nationals? voking as was said about the piece elothe director.
Please explain how Seattle University stu- quently named Reclaiming Cunt. Once
dents, faculty, staff, alumni and community again, Ihave my doubts.
John(last name withheld)
So why is there little uproar? Is itbecause
membersare supposed to be proud of recreProfessor ofCultural History,
our
liberal institutionhas come to take anyMoreover,
why
are readational activities?
Gainesville College (Ga.)
thing
that involves squashing traditionalism
being
proud
of the two
ers prevented from
statisticallybest sports teams at SU?Itis par- as an exercise rooted in the idea of
tially because the Spectator is either too ig- progress? What snext? Maybe women can
Park it
norant or lazy to report the success of the reclaim prostitution as a means ofcelebratIwanted to write in response to the article swim teams. It is newsworthy that the fol- ing their sexuality. Maybe SU and the femiabout the parking problems around campus lowing 10 swimmers will represent Seattle nist club could actually promote the wonder( Road construction rears student frustra- University on relays and as individuals in ful and beautiful aspects of women without
tion, The Spectator, 2-12-04). On the whole Buffalo,New York, at the NCAADivision II having to resort to sexualizingthem.
it wasa fine article,but Ihad aproblem with National Meet, March 8-13: Corigan Bemis,
John Howard
one part. Kelly Sehring is quotedcomplain- Tim Collins, Ryan Denzer, Rachel
Seattle
ing abouther car beingprowled and then say- DiPasqualie, Rui Ewald, Elise Fischbach,
ing that there were at least five of ficers in Lindsey Gall, Marion Gallagher,Erin MatNever in my wildest dreams did I think a
the office when she went to report it. First thew and Jesse Shelton. It is too bad that the
off, I don t see what any of that has to do Spectator does not haveany pictures ofthese publication of Seattle University wouldbewith parkingproblems. Secondly,1 know it fantastic athletesgrinning after qualifyingfor come comparable with The National
makes for greatcopy to print quotes that por- the highest level of competition offered by Enquirer. Yet that is what Catherine O Dea
andher editors have done allowing thebold
tray the officers over at Public Safety as be- the NCAA Division II.
under-funded,
ridiculously
headline of Cunt reclamation captures auDespite being
ing lazy. But perhapsyou shouldcheck some
SU,
diences attention.
facts before printing someone s rants. Ifyou these swimmers are the best athletes at
not
be
igShock headlines and rhetoric such as this
had, you dknow that the typical shifthas two and their smiling successes should

Oscar Grouch

have no place in secular news, nonetheless
in a collegiate setting. This desecration of
legitimate reporting and coverage of events
is evenmorereprehensible and irresponsible.
What are O Dea and her fellow students
of journalism learning? 111 tell you. She is
learning that it is more important to shock
and sellpapers than to tell a good story. Had

her article actually been concerned with the
piece called Reclaiming Cunt imbedded in
The Vagina Monologues, 1 would not be
pursuing this. Yet instead, ODea chose to
spice up her own mundane and ordinary regurgitation of the front page article which
already gave an account of the playby focusing her article sheadline on a section of
the play she devoted only one sentenceto. I
poured overthe article looking for some vindication,some wonderful tie-in with the title,
but alas, there was none.
What is the hope wecan have in the future
generations of journalists when this is the
baselevelofsocial,journalistic and personal
integrity our students are learning?
Iadvocate aninquiry intohow this student
was advised concerning the ethics ofher article, and why the editorial board and advisor TomasGuillenallowed her to make such
a sophomoric and grievouserror in judgment.
While they may hide behind the usual
rhetoricofFirstAmendment rights,bringing
legitimatejournalism even further downinto
thebowels ofirreparableharm, Ihave this to
say: as ajournalist one must be of the utmost
repute, forgoing the concept of ego or personalperspective and leavingonly the story;
the truth of the story. That is journalism.
It may seemto some Iam exclusively writing toMs. O Dea.On the contrary, Iam putting all journalists on notice. You have aresponsibility to us, the readers, to provide an
unbiased, non-sex-selling and nonpartisan
account of the news. Do this and you will
become a respectedmemberof thepress,both
bypeers and your readers. Otherwise, Ioffer
my best wishes to you and your future at The
NationalEnquirer.
Scott Shaffer
Junior, political science
(Editor s note: Catherine O Dea was not
responsible for the headline ofher article.
That was an editorialdecision.)
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What story most
represents your life ?
Compiledby William Hurd

"

'Infinite Jest' because
" of the

Comic Irony
SARAHLEYRER, FIRST YEAR
LAW STUDENT

"

'Where the Wild Things Are,'
Because it's aboutfalling
asleep and sailing to a jungle
fullof wild things; just like
"
going to law school.
KATHLEENHAMMER, FIRST
YEARLAW STUDENT

"Biology, because it is a literal representation of our lives"

(TOP ROWFROM LEFT:) BRITTANY TINKER, PSYCHOLOGY,
SOPHOMORE; JAIME PEREZ, BIOLOGY,FRESHMAN; CRYSTAL
LACANLALE, FINANCE, SOPHOMORE; MICHAEL LEIGH,
BUISNESS, FRESHMAN; (BOTTOM) SARA TADESSE, GENERAL
SCIENCE, FRESHMAN

"

'

'American History X. His life
parallel 's mine; I
try to get
"
people to change.

MARK EVERETT, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ,FRESHMAN

"'High Fidelity,' because the
main character isfrustrated
"
with life.

"'Perfect I'm Not:Boomer on Beer, Brawls, Backaches, and
played a lot of baseball, drank my share of
Baseball,' because I

MEGHANBRIGHT, PRE-MAJOR, FRESHMAN

beer, got in some trouble."

JEREMY BISHOP, SECOND YEARLAW STUDENT

"Major Payne's Version of 'The
Little Engine That Could.'"

"'Harold and the Purple Crayon.'He is on a journey going through life drawing
" it out with his

ALVERTIS BROOKS JR., ACCOUNTING, JUNIOR

DEANN ANDERSON, NURSING ,SENIOR

purple crayon.

"'The Very Hungry Caterpillar,'
"
because I
eat all the time
JASMINE CURTIS, ACCOUNTING,
SOPHOMORE

